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VIOLATION OF CEASE-FIRE IN LAOS U.S.S.R. Told Of U.S. Concerns

NEW YORK, May 13 (Reuters).--Yesterday marked the first anniversary of the Laos cease-fire, and while world leaders were observing the occasion with various statements, the United Nations Security Council was unable to agree on a resolution calling for the withdrawal of all foreign military forces from Laos.

The draft resolution submitted by Dr. Giulio-Giorgi, Secretary-General of the League of Nations, was rejected by the Soviet Union, China, and the People's Republic of China, who voted against it. The United States and other countries vetoed it. The United States also voted against a resolution calling for the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Laos. The Soviet Union and China also voted against it.

Nuclear Powers Urged To Hold Serious Talks

GENEVA, May 13 (U.S.P.)--The International Atomic Energy Agency yesterday said it would not accept any new proposals for a conference on nuclear disarmament. The agency said it would not accept any new proposals for a conference on nuclear disarmament. The agency said it would not accept any new proposals for a conference on nuclear disarmament.

But the United Nations, acting in its role as the United States and other countries' representative in the United Nations, has already accepted a proposal for a conference on nuclear disarmament. The agency said it would not accept any new proposals for a conference on nuclear disarmament. The agency said it would not accept any new proposals for a conference on nuclear disarmament.

The proposal was accepted by the agency's Board of Governors, which is composed of representatives of the member states of the United Nations. The agency said it would not accept any new proposals for a conference on nuclear disarmament. The agency said it would not accept any new proposals for a conference on nuclear disarmament.

Aldershot, the United Kingdom's representative to the United Nations, said the agency's Board of Governors had not yet voted on the proposal. The agency said it would not accept any new proposals for a conference on nuclear disarmament.

KABUL SPORTS

ROUND-UP

The following are the results of the nation's sports events:

U.S.A.

KABUL, May 13 (Reuters).--Yesterday the United States' women's basketball team won its second straight game, defeating the Soviet Union 70-50. The team is currently on a 10-game winning streak.

U.S.S.R.

MOSCOW, May 13 (EPA).--Yesterday the Soviet Union's men's basketball team won its second straight game, defeating the United States 90-70. The team is currently on a 10-game winning streak.

KABUL, MAY 13

Leftist Advances in Laos

U.S.A.

PLANS MORE FORCEFUL ACTION

KOREA, May 13 (Reuters).--Yesterday the United States' men's basketball team won its second straight game, defeating the Soviet Union 80-60. The team is currently on a 10-game winning streak.

KABUL, MAY 13
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U.S.A.

PLANS MORE FORCEFUL ACTION

KOREA, May 13 (Reuters).--Yesterday the United States' men's basketball team won its second straight game, defeating the Soviet Union 80-60. The team is currently on a 10-game winning streak.
The Boiling Pot of Algeria Needs to Be Cooled

BY MIERON

The recent events in Algeria have raised concerns about the stability and security in the region. The boiling pot of Algeria needs to be cooled down before it erupts into a full-blown conflict. The Algerian government must take urgent measures to address the root causes of discontent and prevent further escalation. Failure to do so will only lead to a dangerous situation that could have serious implications for the entire region.

A Prosperous Corner in Afghanistan Being Rebuilt

PART II

By Mrs. Nancy Shaw

Let us now, turn to the main story near the town: Ziarat. A happy little town was destroyed, thanks to the water supply. The story of Ziarat is a sad one. Water was first brought there by the government. However, the government failed to maintain the pipeline and the water supply was cut off. As a result, Ziarat became a ghost town. However, a happy story now begins. The new government has decided to supply water to Ziarat again. The people of Ziarat are very happy and are eager to have their beloved town restored to its former glory.

Radio Kabul Programme

AT A GLANCE

First English Programme:
5:00 p.m. A.R.T. 10 GMT
News Bulletin
9:00 p.m. A.R.T. 10 GMT
News Bulletin
11:00 p.m. A.R.T. 10 GMT
News Bulletin

Second English Programme:
5:00 p.m. A.R.T. 11 GMT
News Bulletin
9:00 p.m. A.R.T. 11 GMT
News Bulletin
11:00 p.m. A.R.T. 11 GMT
News Bulletin

Astronaut Glenn Meeting to New NASA Centre

In Texas

HOUSTON, Texas—Astronaut John Glenn met with officials of the Texas Space Center in Houston today to discuss plans for the new NASA centre which will be built in the near future. The centre is expected to be completed in 1964.

Field Marshal A.A. Khair's death and the general elections

Several political parties in Pakistan are facing difficulties due to the nationwide election process. The situation is chaotic and the parties are trying to find ways to overcome these challenges.

U.N. Assembly Debate on S. Rhodesia

The General Assembly of the United Nations has failed to agree on a resolution concerning the Belgian Congo. The situation in Southern Rhodesia is critical, and the assembly is divided on the issue.

A Symposium of Frustation

The recent events in Pakistan have created a sense of frustration among the people. The situation is complex and the government is facing many challenges.

The Boiling Pot of Algeria Needs to Be Cooled
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Dean Explains Why U.S.A. Wants Disarmament By Stages

OSLO, May 15, (B. H.)—Mr. Arthur Dean of the U.S. told the Disarmament Conference yesterday, "we must distill the existing military parties while we obtain it."

It was stated yesterday by a prominent American diplomat that America's proposal to disarm was in direct contradiction to the statement made yesterday by the joint committee of the OAS. Mr. Marv, a former diplomat, said his government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the OAS. Mr. Marv's statement was immediately denounced by Mr. Avtar Singh of India. Mr. Avtar Singh said the OAS had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States.

Mr. Avtar Singh also said that the OAS had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States. He added that the OAS had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States.

In an interview with the Associated Press, Mr. Avtar Singh said that the OAS had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States.

The Daily Telegraph said that Britain had agreed to send a military force to join the American force in the Persian Gulf. The Daily Telegraph said that Britain had agreed to send a military force to join the American force in the Persian Gulf.

The Paris newspaper mentioned that the French government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States.

The Persian Gulf government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States. The Persian Gulf government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States.

The British government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States. The British government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States.

The French government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States. The French government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States.

The Persian Gulf government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States. The Persian Gulf government had been forced into a policy of appeasement in order to win the support of the United States.